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I t  is shown that  in the r th  order binary Reed-Mul ler code of 
length N = 2" and minimum distance d = 2~-L the only code- 
words having weight between d and 2d are those with weights of the 
form 2d -- 2 t for some i. The same result also holds for certain super- 
codes of the RM codes. 
1. DESCRIPT ION OF B INARY I~EED-MULLER CODE [Kasami, Lin, and 
Peterson (1968) and Berlekamp (1968)] 
DEFI~ITm~<. The weight of an integer k, W(/~), is the number  of l ' s  
in the binary expansion of ]~. 
The b inary Reed-Mul ler  code is conveniently defined as an extension 
of a cyclic code. Let  a be a pr imit ive element of GF(2"~).  
DEFINITION. For  1 _-< r =< m -- 2, the rth order binary Punctured 
Reed-Mul ler  code of length 2 m - 1 is a cyclic code whose generator 
polynomial  has as roots those a k such that  
i _-< W(k)  _-< m-  r - -  i 
DEFINITION. For  1 _-< r = m -- 2, codewords of the rth order b inary 
Reed-5,iul ler code of length N = 2 m are formed by adding an overall 
par i ty  cheek c~ to the codewords [co, c l ,  . . -  , cN_~] of the r th  order 
Punctured Reed-Mul ler  code. 
Thus [c~, , co, c l ,  "." , c~_~], c~ C GF(2) ,  is a codeword of the rth order 
Reed-Mul ler  code of length N = 2 ~ iff 
N--2  




c,a ~ = 0 for all k C K 1, (1) 
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where K I is the set of integers k such that  
l__<W(/c) =<m-r -1  and 1<k<2~-1 .  
I t  is known [Berlekamp (1968)] that  this code has ~=o (~) informa- 
tion symbols and min imum distance d = 2 ~-~. In  the special case of 
r = 2, d = 2 , Kasami 1 has shown that  every eodeword of weigh~ < 
2d has weight of the form 
One generalization of Kasami's  theorem was recently obtained by l~Ic- 
Eliece (1967), who showed that  all of the codewords in the rth order 
Rh,I code have weights divisible by  2 L(m-~)/r~. In  this paper, we present 
another generalization of Kasami 's  theorem. The combination of our 
theorem with McEliece's theorem in the special case r= 2 yields 
Kasami's  theorem. 
THEOREm. I f  a codeword in the rth order Reed-Mul ler  code of length 
N = 2 '~ and min imum distance d = 2 ~-~ has weight ~v and d <= w <= 2d, 
ghen 
w = 2d -- 2' for some i. 
Before proving this theorem in Section 5, we review necessary pre- 
liminaries in Sections 2 and 3, and introduce a crucial Lemma in Sec- 
gion 4. 
The special eases m - r = 1 and m - r -=- 2 of the theorem are triv- 
ial. F rom now on, we assume m -- r > 3. 
2. POWER SERIES ASSOCIATED WITH TI-/E CODEWORDS 
Let c --- [c~, e0, el, . . -  , c~_21 be an arbitrary codeword of the r th  
order binary Reed-Mul ler  code of length N = 2 '~. We associate two 
power series with c as follows. Suppose c has Hamming weight e, and 
has l 's  in positions %,  % , • • • , %.  Then define 
[a ~ if 0_<- i~ =< N-  2 
X~= / 
[0 if ir = 
for r = 1, 2, • • • , e. These are the " locations" of the l's. The locations 
are elements of GF(2~).  
i Theorem 16.34 of Berlekamp (1968). 
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The first power series is the loeator polynomial 
a(z) = l~  (1 - X~z), 
= ~iz ,  o-o = 1. 
The roots of the locator polynomial are the reciprocals of the locations 
of the l's. By definition a(z) is a polynomial over GF(2 m) with distinct 
roots, i.e. a(z) and the derivative a'(z) have no common factor in 
GF(2m), i.e. 
a(z) and the odd part of a(z), ~(z), are relatively prime over GF(2m). (2) 
Clearly 
Ie if c= = 0 
deg o" 
le -- 1 if c~ = 1 
To prove the theorem, we will only consider codewords of weight _--- 
2d -- 6 =< N - 6. Since every Reed-Muller code is invariant under a 
triply transitive permutation group [Berlekamp (1968, Theorem 14.45)], 
we may assume c~ -- 0 and 
deg o-(z) = weight of codeword. (3) 
Let us define the power sum symmetric functions as 
Sk = ~Xi  k, k ~ 1. (4) 
i=1 
Since X~ C GF(2"~), 
Sk+~-i = ~ (5) 
and then the second power series associated with ¢ is the generating 
function 
S(z) = ~ Skz ~. 
k=l  
S and ~ are related by the basic equation [(Berlekamp (1968), Eq. 
9.32)] 
S(r = ~ = odd part of ~. (6) 
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From (1), (4), if 1 =< k -<_ 2 ~ - 1 then & = 0 i l k  ~ K 1. From (5), 
i l k  > 2 m,S~ = 0 i f  
W(h)  <m-r -  1, 
whereh~ kmod2 ~-  1 and0 < h < 2 '~-  2. I t  is easy to see that 
if IV(k) = m- -  r -  l thenW(h)  <= m-  r -  1. 
So if we define the set K(n) ,  n >= O, by 
K(n) = lk > 01 W(~) => n} (7) 
= {k l ,  k2,  ks ,  " "  ; k~ < k~+l}, 
then& = 0 i l k  ~ K(m-r ) ,and  
S(z )  = F_, &z  ~ (s) 
kEK(m--r) 
(Some of the terms in this sum may be zero but all the nonzero terms of 
S(z)  are contained in (8).) 
3. DESCRIPT ION OF K(n) 
I t  will be convenient o have a list of the elements lc~, k~, . . ,  of 
K(n) ,  and of their differences ~(n)  = k~+l - k~, for tel <= 2 ~+2 - 1. 
Table I gives the binary expansion of k~, ]~2, • • • , using the notation 0 ~ 
for a string of a0's and i b for a string of bl's. Table I I  gives ~l(n), ~.(n), 
• -. , reading from left to right and from top to bottom. We also define 
~0(n) = 0. 
4. INTRODUCTION TO LEMMA 1 AND ITS PROOF 
Let P('), n => 0, be any power series of the form 
P(~) E a '  k k~ = kz = a~z . (Sa) 
kEK(n) i~ l  
Clearly any power occurring in P(~) is of the form 
2 ~ -- 1 + ~ &(n), for somej .  (9) 
Thus S(z)  is of the form of p(~,--r). Power series of this type will 
play an important part in the proof of the theorem. 
We say that P(~) has degeneracy of order ~r, ~: >= O, if ak~ = 0 for 1 
i _-< ~r, ak~+~ 0. In this case we define 
A 
Zr+l  
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TABLE I 
BINARY EXPANSION OF ELEMENTS k l  , ]~2 , "*" OF K(n) IN INCB.E&SING 
ORDEI~ 
Elements Length 
1~01 ~-~, 1 -< r--< n 
ln+l  
1"01~01~-~-~1 -< s -< n } 





TABLE I I  
DIFFERENCES ~, (n )  = ]gi+l - -  k i  , i = 1, 2, .-- , BETWEEN ELEMENTS 
OF K(n) 
2 "-1 2 ~-: 2 ~-~ .. .  2 1 1 
2 ~-1 2 ~-z 2 ~-a . . -  2 1 1 
2 ~-~ 2 ~-a . . .  2 1 1 
2 ~-3 . ."  2 1 1 
, . ,  




I t  fo l lows that  g(~' ~) is any  power  series w i th  nonzero  constant  te rm 
and  dif ferences between success ive powers  g iven  by  Tab le  I I  w i th  ~r 
in i t ia l  te rms  removed,  i.e. by  Tab le  I I I .  Formal ly ,  let  
;0  if 0 <- i <- ~r 
d~(n, 71") 
~(n)  if ~r + 1 =< i 
Then  ~c~,, ~), n, ~ => 0, is any  power  series of the  form 
= ev~z ) ?'0 = O~ '('i+1 ~ rz  
/~O 
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TABLE I I I  
DII~'FERENCES d~(Tr, ~,) BETWEEN" SUCCESSIVE TERMS IN E (n, ~)a 
0 0 0 • - • 0 2 "-~-1 - • • 2 1 1 
2 '~-1 2 * -2  2 ~-a  • • - 2 " -~'  2 ~-~-1  - " • 2 1 I 
2 ~-2  2 ~-a  • • • 2 ~-~ 2 ~-~-1  - -  • 2 1 1 
2 ~-a  " • " 2 ~-~ 2 ~-~-1  • "" 2 1 1 
2 '~-~ 2 ~-~-1 • • • 2 1 1 
2 "-~-1 • • - 2 1 1 
2 1 i 





Start ing with the top left hand zero and reading from left to r ight and top 
to bottom gives d~(n, ~), d2(n, v), . . . .  Start ing with the bottom 1 and reading 
from r ight to left and bottom to top gives At(n, v), A~(n, ~), -. - where a~(n, ~) = 
dj~,~)+l-~(n, ~). 
Tab le  I I I  g ives d~(n, ~r) in  the  impor tant  case 0 < 7r < n. Tab le  I I I  
conta ins  
J (n )  = (n + 2) (n+ 3)/2,  
te rms,  inc lud ing  the  in i t ia l  zeros. 
We shal l  now ca lcu la te  the  fo rm of the  inverse  power  ser ies to  ~(~' ~), 
as far  as the  end  of Tab le  
M(n,  ~-) = 
LnMMA 1. I f  1 < l~, 0 
then 
I I I ,  that  is, modu lo  z :~*~'~' , where  
J (n)  
~=o (1 t )  
2 =+1-{- 2 ~-~ if 0 ==_ re -<_ n. 
< ~r <= n -- 1, and 8 (~' ") is of the form (10) ,  
(~(n, ~r))--i = A ~ z°÷lP  ( . . . .  1> rood  z "u( . . . .  ) 
where A is a polynomial of degree at most 0 - 2 ~+1 --  2 ~-~ with nonzero 
constant erm, and p(~-,- l )  is a power series of the form given by Eq. (Sa) .  
Proof. ( i )  I f  7r = n - 1, the  lemma is t r iv ia l ,  so we assume ~r 
n -2 .  
( i i )  Obtaining ~-1. For  conven ience  we abbrev ia te  g{~' ") to  g, 
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M(n, It) to M, and d,(n, zr) to di.  Since a/e0 --- 1 rood z, in a field of 
characteristic two we have 
= eo " \e0/ \e0/ \e0/ 
and 
g-1 = const.g.~2 . . .  8~ mod z ~' (12) 
for some H depending on n and r. 
(iii) What is H? The smallest nonzero power in g is 2~ ; the small- 
est nonzero power in ~h is 2 ~-~-1+~, so in (12) we need only consider 
~2~ for which 
2 "-~-~+~ =< M = 2 ~+1 -{- 2 "-~ 
or  
H_<-~+2.  
However, we next show that g2~+~ does not contribute anything new 
to the product (12), therefore we may take 
H = ~ + 1. (13)  
Ia  fact, we assert that 
g~+l.g~+2 _ ff~+~ mod z", (14) 
where ~, like 3, is of the form given bY Eq. (10)• To prove (14), we 
• • • 2~¢'t- 1 2r+2 . 
wr~te down the powers occurring m g and g . These are easily ob- 
tained from Table II I . ~2.~+~ rood z ~ contains the powers 
0, 2 ~, 2 ~ -{- 2 ~-I, "'" , 2 ~ -}" 2 ~-1 -b "'" + 2 "+2, 2 "+1, 
and 8 ~'+~ rood z M contains 
0~ 2 ~+~. 
Equation (14) follows immediately• 
(iv) Restatement of Lemma 1. From (10), (11), and (12), any power 
in 8 -~ mod z ~ is 
I r+ l  kv 
2~Ed, ,  0 _-< k~ = J (n ) .  (15) 
v=O i=0  
Therefore from (9) and (15), Lemma 1 may be restated as follows: 
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If 0 < k, < J (n ) ,  and if 
v+l  k, 
0+1<__ E2"~d, -< M, 
~'~O ~0 
~r+l kv ] 
E 2"E  a, - o - 2 ~-~-~ -- E 8 , (~ - ~ - 1),  
~=0 i=0  '~---'0 
then 
for some j, 0 <-5 j <= J ( n -- 7r -- 1). 
Now let A1, 52, .--  , Aj(n) be the differences occurring in Table I I I ,  
starting at the bottom and reading from right to left, so that 
54 = dj(~)-~+l, 1 =< i =< J (n ) ;  
also let 5o = 0. Then 
k,, J(n)--k~, 
i~O i~O 
i J (n -~r -1 ) - j  
E~, (n - -  7r-- 1) = 2 ~-~-b 2 . . . .  ~-- E A, 
~=0 i=0 
for 0 -<_ k, = J (n),O < j  <= J (n  - ~r - I) .  The statement of Lemma 1 
now becomes: 
If 0 < k, < J(n) and if 
L ~ (2 ~÷~ 2)M=<E.E~,  
~0 ~=o (i6) 
= (2 ~+2-  2 )M+ M-  O-  1 ~= U, 
then 
v~0 i~O i~O 
for some j, 0 < j < J (n  -- ~r - 1). 
(v) Completing the Proof of Lemma 1. Inspection of Table I I I  shows 
that ~-~{_~ A~, j <= J(n) ,  generates all numbers of weight 0, 1 and 2 in 
the range from 0 to M(n, 7r) ; and so 
~r+l kp 
E 2"E  Ai, 0 ~ k, ~ J(n),  
v=O i~0 
generates only numbers of weigh~ =< 2~r + 4. 
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From (16), (17) we must show that if ~ 2~-~'~ As is in the range 
from L to U then 
2~ A~ - L has weight ___< 2. (18) 
and 
Now 
L = (2 "+'~- 2 " - ' ) (2  ~+2-  2) = 2"+~-'(2 ~ '+2-  1), 
U = L+ 2 ~+I -~-  1, 
so L has weight 2r + 2. The binary expansions of L and U are 
L = 12r+20 n+I-w 
U = 12~+21 ~+1-~ 
Equation (16) implies 
2v~ Ai = 12r+2X 
where X is some (n A- 1 - v)-digit binary number. Since the weight 
of ~ 2~-~'~ As is at most 2~ + 4, X has weight < 2. This gives (18) 
and completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
5. PROOF OF  THE THEOREM 
We now prove a strengthened version of the theorem staged in the 
introduction: 
THEOREM. I f  W < 2 "~+l-r and if the roots of the generator polynomial of 
a cyclic code include all ak(1 -<_ k -<_ 2 ~ -- 1) for which 
k < 2w, 
and 
1 =< W(k)  <=m-- r - -  1 
then the extended cyclic cod~ contains no codewords of weight w unless w = 
2 ~+l-r -- 2 ~ for some i. 
The idea of the proof is to assume that a codeword of weight w exists, 
d 5 w =< 2d, and then if w is not of the form 2d -- 2 ~ to obtain a non- 
trivial common factor of z and ~, thus contradicting (2). The common 
factor is found iteratively, begimfing with the basic Eq. (6) and pro- 
ceeding in a manner similar to the Euclidean algorithm. 
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We begin by  Wing  in Fig. 1 a f low d iagram outlining the steps in the 
proof, and  then give a detailed discussion of the steps. 
Throughout  this section m,  r, and  ~ & m - r are fixed. 
D ISCUSSION OF  THE STEPS IN  THE FLOW DIAGRAM 
Step (A). We begin by  assuming  that a codeword  of we ight  w exists, 
where  w is even  and  
d = 2" < w 6 2d- -  6 = 2 ~+I -  6. (19) 
Using (3) we assume 
deg ~(z) = w (20) 
Step (B). This sets up the beginning of the iteration. 
The Iteration 
Step (C). Follows initially from (19) and inductively from Step ( I ) .  
Step (D). Follows initially from (6) and the definitions, and induc- 
t ively from ( J ) .  
Step (E) and Section 4 imply that  
where 
{ 0~ = 2 ~'~+I -- 2 ~-~+~ 
0, > 2 ~+~ 2 
and from Step (D), 
h (nd  Z°~- l ,~(n~ ,~r ~ ~ - ~) .~_ 
if 0 _-< ~r~l -<_ n~ -- 2 (21) 
if n~-  1 =< 7r~+1 (22) 
(/<nd rood  z 2e~ 
Step (G). The contradict ion if P(~'~) is very  degenerate. 
deg 9(=d < w - 2 ~+I + 2 "~+~ - 1 
_-< 2 ~+z - 7 
<0~--i 
(23) 
f rom (D)  
f rom (19) 
f rom (22) 
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I® ... s,or,: 
@ Initialize: i=O, n i =~, h t.nO =o-(z), gt.nil=~(z), p(n~)= S(z) [ 
T 
I Q 2F+'-'2ni<w I 
0 h(niIp(nl) ~ g(nl) mad z zHi i h{n~)~ g (nl) ~ 0 
deg h (n~} _< H i = w -2/~÷! + 2 ni+1 ; deg g t.nl)_< H i -| 
® 
, , ,  , , + . . . . . . . .  
JNo 
hfnil gt, n~) Ati ) g(nl) .. _ ~i.lzei+~p(ni-~i+1-1) mad z 2H(+t'el 
I 
where 81 = 2 nI+1 - 2hi" ~ri~'l, degree /~i)<__ 8i, and A U) ~ 0 
-f 
) g(nl) A(i) (]) Is h t."O = zS---~_ I or is w < 2 ni"~'i~'1 .P 
' ~Oneor both 'statements true ]' Both statements false _ 
I@ h t.°' '''' -" Pt.°''' "''' -- g'°'''''''' I 
I t.0,,_g'°,' _t.~,l ' ~ I modz~"!-~'] I I I 
®°- ,~1 I®o,~,:o,-~,~,-, I 
I Increase i I 
Yes ~(~_/s gt."(J = const a nt. zoo'-- ~'P ))-INo ~ " 
FIo. 1: Flow diagram of the proof 
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therefore 
which contradicts (D).  
g(~') = h ("° = 0 from (23) 
Step (H). From (23) and Lemma 1, 
g(~') (A(~) zO~+ip(.~-~+~-~)) z~,+~-o~ h ('') ~ z-~._ 1 + rood 
where A u) # 0, degA (° =< 0;, and where 0~ is given by (21). 
Step (I). Since n~ decreases with each iteration, and w <= 2d - 6, 
eventually the iteration will end and go to Step (K).  
Step (J). The equation of Step (H) becomes 
h(n,-~r~+l-1)p(n~-~:i+t-1) ~ g(n~--~i+i--i) mod z 2(~i-°~) 
if we define 
- zO,+ ~ h c~) ~ ] (24) 
h (n~-w+l-I) g(nO 
- zOO_ , (25) 
We must verify that the statements of Step (D) are still true. From 
Step (I) and gC~) # 0 it follows that 
g (n~:-'a'i+l-1), h (n*-rri+l-1) ~ O. 
Also 
and similarly 
deg g~'~-~+l-~) -<_ H~ - 0~ - 1 from (24) 
= w - 2~+1+ 2 ~-~+~ - 1 from (D) 
deg h <n~-~+1-1) ~ w - 2 ~+~ + 2 ~-~'+1 
as they should be. 
This completes the description of the iteration. 
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Establishing the Contradiction 
Step (K). Step (C) implies that at this point w satisfies 
2 ~+1 - 2 m -< w. (26) 
I f  the answer to the first question of Step (I) was yes, 
h ('~z) - g~)  A (~) (27) ZOZ--1 
follows immediately. I f the answer to the second question of Step ( I)  
was yes, then 
H,  < 2 ~z+l - 2 ~-~+1-1 
01 -[- 2 '*z-~z+l-1 
whence we may deduce that 
z~Z+lP t~-~z+~-I) -~ 0 rood z "1.1. (28) 
But since z ~-~ divides q(~Z), we know that 01 - i <= deg g(~) ~ Hz - 1, 
so we may take the congruence of Step (H),  Fig. I rood z u~+i. Using 
(28), this gives 
h (n~) g(~Z)A(~) -~ 0 rood z gZ+~. 
Z~z--1 
Since the degree of this polynomial is ~t most H~, we again obtain 
Eq. (27). 
Step (M). In this case it %llows from (27) that h (~z) and g(~Z) have a 
nontrivial common factor (that is, a common factor of degree greater 
than zero). From (24), (25), h (~) and g(~ have a nontrivial common 
factor, for all i. In  particular h (~°) = ~ and g(-0~ = ~ have a nontrivial 
common factor, contradicting (2). 
Step (L). We now have 
g(~) = constant.z ~-1 (29) 
h (~z) = constant.A (Z) (30) 
and it will be shown that in this case w has the form 2d -- 2 ~ for some i. 
Define ~, inductively for i = l, l -- 1,  • • • , 1 ,  0 by 
~l ---- 2nz+l  - -  2nz -~z+l  (31) 
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W-1 = ~i + 0~-i (32)  
Then 
deg h ('~p < ~ (33) 
deg g(~) ~ w-  1. (34) 
In fuct for i = l, (33) and (34) follow from (29), (30), (31) ; and for 
0 =< i =< 1 -- 1 they follow from (24) and (25). Then 
w = deg ~ from (20) 
=< Vo from (33) 
1--1 
= ~z + ~ 0~, from (32) 
~0 
= 2 "+I - -  2 '~z -~+l  (35)  
from (21), (31) and Step (N). 
We get a second bound on w as follows. Define T, inductively for 
i = 0, 1 , . . . , /by  
TO = W~ 
I t  is easy to show that 
"l'hen from (29) 
and 
SO 
~i+l  = T i  - -  O i -  
deg h ('~0 =< 7~, 
deg g ('*0 -5_ % -- 1. 
l 
i= j  
1 
To = W ~ ~ 0¢ = 2 "+i -- 2 ~z-m+l 
i=0  
(35) and (136) imp ly  
gL~ = 2 ~+i  - -  2 na -~a+i  
This comple~es the proof  of the theorem. q.E.D. 
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Remarks. Although we have not yet succeeded in doing so, there is some 
reason to hope that a tightening up of these arguments would yield an 
enumeration of the codewords of weight w = 2 "+2 -- 2 ~. 
Addendum. In October 1968 we sent a preprint of this paper to T. 
Kasami and in December he and his colleagues, N. Tokura and S. 
Hatanaka, succeeded in enumerating the codewords of weight w = 
2 "+~ -- 2'. The result was published in a Japanese journal in January 
1969. In their notation, N ..... denotes the number of codewords of 
weight w in the rth order RM code of length 2~; a = min(m - r, r) ; 
b = (m - r + 2)/2; and j is defined by w = 2 .... +~ - 2 ~-r+1-3 with 
max(a, b) >= j > 1. Their formulas are then as follows: 
I f j  = 2 or max(a, 2) < j =< b, then 
r+2j~3 
I I  (2 ~-~ -- i) 
N~,~,~ = 2 ~-~°+'(s+" ~=0 _ _  (1) 
r--3 3"--1 
H ( 2r-2-i - -  i)"H ( z~i+I - -  I) 
i~O i~O 
If  max(b, 2) < j _-< a, then 
3r--j--1 
I I  ( 2m-~ -- 1) 
N . . . . .  2 ++3)-~-~ i=0 (2) 
= Li=or~ ]~" ~-j-1 " " • (2 r-¢ -- 1) (2 r - ' - ' - 1) 
If 3 =< j _-< min(a, b), then N ...... is equal to the sum of (1) and (2). 
In  August 1968 we obtained the same results for the special case of 2nd 
order Reed-Muller codes by another method. 
R~CEIVED: January 6, 1969; revised March 28, 1969. 
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